
  

Sample Paper  

ENGLISH  
  

Read the passage carefully and then answer the questions.  

Newspapers are our good friends. Life without Newspapers is a waste. Newspapers bring us 

news and views from all corners of the world. Any incident or occurrence of importance that 

takes place as reported by the newspapers. The word ‟NEWS‟ is interpreted as North, East, 

West and South. It means that the newspaper provides us with information and news 

regarding various subjects from all over the globe. Newspapers also give us articles on all 

kinds of topics such as political, social, economic monetary, business, commerce, sports, 

education, health etc. Newspapers publish advertisements that attract the attention of the 

customers. Newspapers are of different types. Some newspapers are published daily. They 

are called “Dailies‟. We must cultivate the habit of reading newspapers to know what is 

happening around the globe. The one who reads newspapers and interprets editorial pages 

can only be master in current affairs and general knowledge. Reading newspapers helps you 

to find out what news is and how it is written. The one who dreams of being a journalist 

should not spare a day without reading the newspaper. They should be aware about the 

editorial and be well versed with vocabulary.   

1. What kind of articles are published in newspapers?  

a) Educational and health related  

b) Political, social, sports and games related  

c) Economic monetary, business, commerce related  

d) All the above  

2. Who is a journalist?  

a) Daily news reader  

b) Press reporter  

c) Book reviewer  

d) Script editor  

3.  What are the benefits of reading an editorial page?  

a) One can become a businessman  

b) One can become a poet  

c) One can get mastery in current affairs  

d) One can pass the elite exam  



Fill in the blanks with the most appropriate option  

4. Antonio Gutters is the general Secretary of  _______ United Nations.  

1. a             2. An           3. The       4. No article     

  

5. There are several ________ at the playground.  

1. Woman         2. Women     3. womens    4. Wemens  

  

6. A person who doesn’t believe in god is called  

1. athist           2. atheist       3.  athest      4. athiest  

  

7. As light as _________(Choose the correct simile)  

1.Feather            2. Snow                     3.pencil               4.tubelight    

        

Do As Directed  
   

8. He will ______ spend his money ______ invest it. (Choose the correct conjunction)  

1. both….and       2. Not only……but also        3. Neither….. nor           4. Not …..moreover  

  

9. Choose the word that is the Opposite of AVAILABLE  

1 Disavailable                        2. Imavailable                     3. Inavailable        4. Unavailable   

  

10. Choose the correct meaning of the given word – TRIUMPHANTLY  

1. Reluctantly                    2.  Forcefully           3. Victoriously                  4.   quietly  

  

11. Which of the following options is the meaning of the word ‘Scorching’  

1. very hot               2. very fresh            3. very polluted          4. very tired  

  

12. ______ has stolen my watch. (Use the correct pronoun)  

1. anyone        2. Anybody             3. Somebody      4. None  

  

13. The kids ran _______ the classroom when it started to rain. (Fill in the correct 

preposition)  

1. In                          2. with                            3. inside              4. over    

14. I don’t know why she behaves so __________ sometimes.  

1. Careless                             2. badly               3.worse           4. strange  

  

15. This is _______ apple of all those in the basket. (Choose the correct degree of 

adjective)  

1.The redest     2. redest               3. the most red                 4.the reddest  

  

16. The girl is playing the piano, ______? (Use a Question Tag?)  

1. Is she               2. Isn’t she          3. does she       4. is’nt she  

  



17. Select the option that correctly punctuates the line: What time is the 

show   

1.What time is the show.  

2. What time is the show!  

3. What time is the show?  

4. No change.  

  

17. We meet _____ at the Annual General Meeting.  

1. Yearly           2. everyday      3.never       4.always   

  

19. Nobody ______ the trouble I have seen . (Choose the correct form of the verb)  

1. Know              2.knew      3. knows         4. has known  

  

Rearrange the following words / phrases to make meaningful sentences. Choose 

the Correct Sequence.   

20. Hockey / evening / we / a   / match / last / played.  

   (A)          (B)          (C)   (D)     (E )        (F)      (G)  

1. GFEDCBA      2. CGFBADE         3. CGDAEFB         4. FBGACED  


